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Ghost recon wildlands trophy guide
In this phase you want to go for all the main story mission beats. Each region usually has 5-6 important missions. You can do it in any area from the beginning of this game. So if you want a challenge, you can go to 5 difficult areas and finish them first to gain massive experience. It is suggested that you play through the
region through the region and end all the important missions in them. You can play the entire game solo or co-option. Just play and enjoy the game, and don't worry about any massabali trophies because there is no one. You can always replay the mission that you can complete to access specific parts that can help you
with specific murder-related trophies. After the important campaign and kill all the important missions, you will be put back into the open world to complete all the side content in the game. This is where most of your time will go, as are tons of collective items, because every area is anywhere between 30-40 collective
objects, you have to collect. There are trophies for all collective items except weapons modified/more items. These are there to boost your weapons, and do not need for any trophies. All the collective items can be revealed on the map by finds documents other than what is intil, or by reading the inteal documents. The
only collective items that you will have to revolve around documents and condiments. Both documents and cononditions are usually in designated places or places you haven't visited yet (marked by one? For performance you can take a helicopter and fly relatively low and go to each of their designated locations. When
you are close to these documents and pop up on your map. You can now try to perform supplementary missions to collect these collective objects, but to focus on one thing at a time to do it better. At this stage you want to do enough rebel operations missions to increase your rebel support skills at the maximum level.
Doing so you should also have to get the life trophy to one of the other supplementary missions of all kinds. You want to buy all upgrades for all the skills in the game too, and reach the maximum level (30). You will undoubtedly reach level 30 while going for all other trophies. On this occasion you may leave a few murder
related trophies, skydiving, etc. You can still get trophies related to your co-option if you've been playing solo the whole time. This is the opportunity to get these miscellaneous trophies and get your new gandi and shiny platinam trophy. Note: If you are playing the game naturally, you can unlock any of these
miscellaneous trophies in the second stage! Useful links that will help you with the platinam journey: Special Thanks/Kardatspoorpen-They provided a useful trip on which to get a better Mousitrup Trophy Mission to run. Resources in the Wolker4-Guide for the use of their alternative method for farming. From Brian to
PS4Torphys-for-use List all its collective items location in the guide. The owner of the Waldlandschoollaketed is all trophies. 12.51% Nadir Phaerlesssiskedaada10 times. 52.61% General to get this trophy, you need to buy parachute skills under items skill tree. Now you can either fly a helicopter, or go out to perform high
aircraft and a skydrive in the air. Once you are near the ground, move your parachute on the ground safely. Repeat it 9 more times and the trophy should be unlocked. You can find helicopters and planes in many enemy base, or in missions toward rebel operations. You can call the helicopter to get the rebel support
capability until it leaves. Awesome video guide Pul! The helicopter shot an enemy out of the air with a marter. 21.66% extraordinary you need to get the rebel support skills shot to this trophy. When you finish your central mission in the first area of the game, this skill is automatically unlocked (Itako province). You can't
miss it, because it's essential for mission story. Now trying to hit a real Hawaii and mobile helicopter is almost impossible because it will always move faster. The marter shot also takes a few seconds to ground. So the best way to do this is to go on one of the rebel option missions that you join in stealing an enemy

helicopter. Shoot at an enemy to alert all enemies, and wait for an enemy to approach the helicopter. As soon as you open the doors of your helicopter to an enemy, catch up on the helicopter and call in a strike with pressure. As the helicopter grows vertically in the air, it should be shot down. Pull! Video Guide Road a
vehicle for 100 km Warravordruvi. 65.27% General This trophy is not satisfactory. You don't have to drive 100 km in the same vehicle. It is aggregate with all the vehicles you use. You definitely don't need this form because you will be driving these missions, objectives, and many more of the collective objects. When you
are done with everything and you will probably be over a thousand kilometers. You will also lock this trophy away before you get the ability to call helicopters with your rebel skills for a car drop. Deadly Coravasinterrogatid 20 sources. 40.46% Unusual inmisabliable sources are people who have information during many
important missions in the game. Also there are sources you can make you persia in all areas. You can also make them to display the locations of the collective items. They count for this trophy too. There are more than enough means to get with this trophy. Eliminating all important missions will have you investigating
more than enough means to get this trophy. All documents are entirely storyfold. 16.26% rare aggregate documents are a kind of collective item stake in the game and are part of the Kongslaer files. She has a white paper With the global map are marked. Unlike other collective items, you can't find them and look on the
map In the open world, The Intl. The only way to get them to appear on the world map, is to be relatively close to them. This will re-active documents to appear on your map. The best way to show all these collective items is to take a helicopter and fly relatively close to the ground and one with all designated locations and
locations? The sign is to visit with (you have not visited). Documents can be found at several places such as cities, enemy roads and fours, small camps, gas stations, villages, forms etc. They can be found pretty much anywhere which is the designated location. There are reports that people are earning a trophy before
obtaining all the documents. I personally unlocked it when I still need 7 more documents. It's very lucky because some people still need to collect every document before the trophy. Another big problem with documents is the tracker/counter for how many you have collected. Some areas will have less documents that will
show the trackor. For example, with my game in the media's Loona Region, my trereb said 9/10. But I could not find documents in this area now. The document was in another area. Keep in mind as to this trophy when you can't find the last document in one area, move to other areas and come back. You can pick it up in
another area. PS4Torphys from Brian have made playlists of all collective item locations for each province. Take a look! BossDefeated defeated its first owner. 80.52% common co-option or solo inmassabli will be worked out with after the central mission to find and finish you la Y al-Polate who are the bonus of Itako
province with each other. Once they are down, the trophy will pop up. You can complete with a solo campaign or partner. If you complete this task you don't have to be a fireman in the owners to get this trophy. This story is over. 33.98% Extraordinary Story This trophy will kill all owners, and after the final mission is over,
will unlock upon completion of all important missions in all areas. The smbugagalr has a blue-plated. 32.68% Extraordinary Story This trophy will be unlocked to complete the smuggling operation as part of the main story. Close down production operation completed. 33.80% Extraordinary Story This trophy will be
unlocked to complete production operation as part of the main story. Lokaqskomplated broke the security process. 36.68% Extraordinary Story This trophy will be unlocked to complete the security operation as part of the main story. Bad Repotataoncomposite influence operation. 35.61% Extraordinary Story This trophy
will be unlocked to complete the impact as part of the main story. Mission MasterTemplated all of the story missions. 26.21% Extraordinary Story you will get this trophy to complete all the important missions, and the final mission is beating. With a pistol! Take out a sniper A pistol. 58.06% common it is a simple trophy.
This is what you need to kill a sniper with your pistol. You came across a lot of snappers in the game. They are usually located in the tower, and sometimes above the buildings. Switch to your pistol by pushing any pistols, move up to them, twice, and shoot the sniper. Once the sniper is killed, the trophy will be opened.
With a pistol! Video Guide Teamwork! Complete 3 missions with another player. 60.55% Shared Online Partner you need to be online for this trophy and have to play in the coop with at least one other person. You can join random people from the logmenu, from pressure and pressure. For a better experience it is
recommended that you play the coop with your friend to join their game or invite them to your game. If you have no friends to play this game and are looking for a more trophy-focusing partner, you can create or add a gaming session. Now complete any 3 important missions to get this trophy. If you have finished all the
important missions, you can highlight a region and replay the mission through pressure. It should open up the list of important missions for this area. Once you finish your 3rd mission with your co-option partner, this trophy should be unlocked. A good sutratcomplex first mission arv rescue. 92.36% Rescue of common
partner or solo story Anmassabali Amais the first central mission you can complete in the main story campaign. Amaais the uncle of Pak and the ideological leader of the rebel movement. He has been taken prisoner by Santa Balani. Your ghost, THE P.P. This mission includes four objectives and works as a basic
lesson. You will also get your first chance to process the first source that will start from the 20 source investigation for this trophy on count Curious.To, just complete this mission. It can be completed on any difficult level and on participating optional or solo mode. Sky Eye in the Sign 100 enemies with a drone. 71.29%
Common Eagle-Iadmarkad enemies with 100. 30.74% Unusual Cluster Bomberkalalad 7 Enemies with a C4 Blast. 16.92% Rare you need to unlock c4 skills in items mastering tree. With C4 you need to blast and kill 7 enemies with it. If you only use C4, it can be very difficult and painful. To make things easier, also
unlock greed and flasbang skills. With these two additional skills, the trophy should be easy. The strategy is to use greed to bring enemies in close proximity to each other, then use the flybangs to blind them for a few seconds. It gives you enough time to throw a C4 and blast it. Now if you can't just hit enough enemies
with C4, it may be that c4's explosion reaction is not just cutting for this situation. Buying blast radius skills, which is an epic skill, will make it very easy. You're not sure how to lock it Buy every skill once (you don't need the maximum skill). The best place to achieve this trophy is in bhagavada important mission located in
Montuyuk province. First of all, there are 7 enemies in close proximity to each other. Throw a lure to bring them even closer to each other, then throw a couple flabbangs, and throw a C4 and blast it. This trophy should be unlocked. With this strategy, you should get the trophy in a 2-3 attempt. Cluster Bomber Video
Powerx to provide this tup for the Location of the Gwadithanx Mission. A better mousitrapical 7 enemies with the same min. 15.33% Rare you need to unlock my skills in the items mastertree. With me you need to blast and kill 7 enemies with it. It's a very disturbing trophy because I don't have a big blast radius. To make
things easier, also unlock greed and flasbang skills. With these two additional skills, the trophy should be easy, but still can be a fanamy. The strategy is to use greed to bring enemies in close proximity to each other, then use the flybangs to blind them for a few seconds. It gives you plenty of time to go in the middle and
have a my place. Now shoot it immediately to burst, kill you and all enemies in action. At least the trophy will be unlocked! Now if you can't just kill enough enemies with me, i have a very small blast reaction. Buying blast radius skills, which is an epic skill will make it very easy. You lock it by buying every skill once (you
don't have to get the maximum skills). The best place to achieve this trophy is in bhagavada important mission located in Montuyuk province. First of all, there are 7 enemies in close proximity to each other. Throw a lure to bring them too close to each other, then throw a couple of flashbangs, replace me and shoot it.
This trophy should be unlocked. You should be able to get the trophy with strategy in a couple of attempts. A better Mousitrup video To provide this tape for the mission location, The Ghadithanx. Discover the legendary HunderDiscovered condiitions. 16.31% Rare aggregate conduntis are a type of collective item and are
part of the Kongslaer files. They are marking the global map with a white scroll icon. Unlike other collective objects, you can't see them on the map by looking at the intellime in the open world. The only way to get them to appear on the world map, is to be relatively close to them. It will be activating legendary scrayal silos
to appear on your map. The best way to show all these collective items is to take a helicopter and fly relatively close to the ground and one with all designated locations and locations? The sign is to visit with (you have not visited). Can be found at many places such as cities, enemy roads and fours, small camps, gas
stations, villages, forms etc. They Find very much anywhere that is a designated location. There are 2-4 condiitions in each area, so be completed when searching for them. Be sure to get all the Kongsalyr files in each region, and it will ensure that you collect all the condiments in the game. PS4Torphys from Brian have
made playlists of all collective item locations for each province. Take a look! The mission of lafipalaid to every type. 53.13% in sports the supplementary mission is called the rebel operation. There are a total of 8 different types of rebel operations, and 5 upgrades each of them to one of your rebel support skills. There are
different types of rebel operation: fly the door of a station and start the computer hack (upgrade rebel support skills) radio and defend it for 2-3 minutes (upgrade rebel support skills) disabled 2 at a time Within range of antions (upgraded rebel support skills) possession and threatening Sakarao (upgraded rebel support
skills) supply of drop site (upgraded rebel support skills) a caravan (Raspoon and To stop stealing a ship (gives resources) a helicopter theft (gives resources) that you can spin on the map to get these missions to revolve around the map, or find the intellime locations that you can read to unlock the locations for the
mission. You can also visit the intellicity at the points of the supplementary mission in this particular area. To unlock this trophy complete one of the 8 rebel operations of each of them. Highway Bandatagagod 10 caravans. 47.84% unusual to disable this trophy, you have to stop a caravan, kill its safety to enemies and
then tag the caravan. Repeat this 9 more times to get this trophy. Caravans in all areas of Raspoon Caravans are also the most effective way to form resources to buy all the skills. If you need to form this trophy fast trip to the fast travel location of Remanzo in the Remanzo area. A caravan behind you will always travel
along the road as soon as you spout. Use the ability of EMP on your drone to fill the caravan, manually shoot the anchor edifying vehicle on the armoured vehicle to take them out and tag the caravan. Once you tag it, travel fast to The Fast Travel location of Remanzo and again until you get the trophy. Highway Robber
Video Guide (Caravan Farming) just bought the most upgrades. 15.15% Rare Pessing This trophy to unlock you need to buy all the skills in all the skill trees. The trees of expertise are: The Viapondrunaytamefisakaalskaskasuliteraryang also unlocks all skills and ultimate drone trophies. Now to buy skills, you need skill
points and resources (petrol, health, tail and food parcel units). You point to skill points in the open world by eliminating collective objects, up-level, killing owners, and ending game high level story important missions. After completing all the important missions and getting to the maximum level, you still have all the There
will not be enough skill points to get, which means you have to turn around Collect all skill points from the open world and every region. PS4Torphys from Brian have made playlists of all collective item locations for each province. Take a look! It will be a trophy where you will spend more and more of your time, as not only
do you need to collect skill points, you also need resources. Such as petrol, health, tail and food parcel units, enemy camps, designated places and posts. But they give only 50-250 units a piece. It's anywhere near the earnings you need to acquire all the skills. Some of the high end needs 10-13000 resource units. It is
as ridiculous as all the regions you will take a long time to end all the rebel operations in all areas. Thankfully I found a farming method for resources using caravans. The best and most effective place for farming resources is in the Remanzo area at the fast-travel point in Remanzo. Once you travel to this location, a
caravan behind you will always travel along the road as soon as you spout. Use the ability of EMP on your drone to fill the caravan, manually shoot the anchor edifying vehicle on the armoured vehicle to take them out and tag the caravan. Once you tag it, travel fast to The Fast Travel location of Remanzo and again until
you get the trophy. Each successful run gives you 5000 units per 1-2 minutes resources. The resources FarmingWalker4 has suggested an alternative method for 5,000 resource units per minute, if you feel that the last method was still going to take too long. In this way, you will need to rerun the Bhagavada Central
Mission in Montuyuk province. First aim head and kill the target. You will fail, and raspon 300-400 m away from the target. A caravan behind you always sinks and travels down the road. Well you know what to do! Grab them the resources. Resource Farming-Alternative Method Heavy Madalscoolicted All Bonus Medals.
19.32% Rare overall bonus medals in this game promote additional skills of a variety of collective items that you can get in the game. They are extremely easy to find because you can find their locations (a star badge is marked by the icon) to appear on your map, by looking at the intellifiles or find the sources. The inteal
can always be found in enemy base camps, fours and the most designated areas in the game. There are 1-2 bonus medals in every area in the game. Once you collect your last one, you will inlock this trophy. PS4Torphys from Brian have made playlists of all collective item locations for each province. Take a look!
Improve every rebel skill. 19.65% Rare Pessa you need to upgrade your rebel skills to play the mission on the side called Rebel Operation. There are rebel operations that upgrade your rebel skills: blowing up the door of a station and the radio compotastart hack and defending it for it 2-3 Manotisdiakatawaati 2 intins with
a time His safety and threat threat Drop site Supplysiao can either revolve around the map to spin these missions on to the map, or find the intellil locations that you can read to unblock the locations for the mission. You can also visit the intellicity at the points of the supplementary mission in this particular area. There are
5 rebel skills that you need to do more. They are: Each of the rebel skills for car drop guns is open, you need to upgrade all these skills to the maximum of 9 times each of the missions listed above. Each of these missions has more than 9, so if one mission is going to be very trouble, then do another one that is easy.
Also if you fail, don't worry about just fast travel at the one-day travel point and rebels will be able to respotheoption. Once you get the most expertise the trophy will be unlocked, but it may take a few seconds to pop. The Champavanmanad ad herxp and the surfaces take out. 34.66% Unusual drinking This trophy needs
to reach level 30 (maximum) to unlock this trophy. You need to experience up to the level, and one of the disturbing things about this game is how it shows your level slot not too much experience. You can get experience points by killing enemies and eliminating important missions. You will really be naturally inlock this
trophy while dealing with other trophies in the game as you don't have to make this form. If you feel compelled to form this, you can redo the important mission. Select people who just like a boss fight, and provideyou with a lot of experience. Its target for long periods is over 400m low. 43.25% unusual you need to kill an
enemy that is 400 meters away or more. I consult using a sniper with a nice zoom in the capacity. You can capture you with a sniper after you finish your first central mission in Itako province. You will end up in the Ataqwa Buzz Fast Travel location. There is a weapon case with a sniper. It was my first spner that I found
and didn't find another for another 15 hours. So make sure to capture it. Now use your own remoteto mark any enemy, move 400 m or away from the enemy, and try to kill him. You aim to be 2-3 cm high when in a uber, as game compensation for the sala movement. Once the enemy is killed, the trophy should be
unlocked. Long shot video guide death in Damarkamadi killing a close war on the night. 82.03% To unlock this trophy you need to make an enemy meli during the night. The game changes between random day and night. You can quickly keep travelling faster to change between morning, evening and night between
travel points. Once it's night, go to an enemy base camp or the foursome, and meli (to get this trophy). You also get this trophy As Dawn is breaking so it is pretty tolerant. Death in the Dark Video Guide destroyed an enemy in a close fight that was damaged by another player. 37.24% Extraordinary online co-optional you
need to be online and and In the co-option with less than one other player. You can either join a friend or invite others to your game. Now your coop partner is aware of your presence that an enemy has to shoot. If the enemy is unaware and you shoot it, then it means killing a contirate marine that the enemy will die in a
bullet. So some riot sit and warn enemies in this area. Now your coop partner once has to shoot the enemy with a pistol, and you need to mail immediately (right) the enemy after the shot. This trophy should be unlocked. Killing an enemy with a drone ended the death of the job video guide. 38.76% Extraordinary to
achieve this trophy, you need to buy drone skills blasting drone in drone skill tree. You only have access to this skill when you reach level 15. If you have other capabilities like the capacity of the navasimakar, you need to go to the Luadout screen and change the drone capability for the blast capability. Now fly your drone
to the enemy, and non-blast by pressing the button. This trophy should be unlocked. Make sure you are except the enemy, as soon as they are except objects, the blasts will not kill the enemy. So it's best to get close to an enemy before the drone explodes. Death from the video guide above a Generator with a C4 blast
out the bomdasteroid black. 38.37% unusual to get this trophy, you need to blow up a power generator using a C4. You can use it to buy C4 expertise in items skill tree. Now head any major enemy watch or base and use your drone to scan the environment. You'll finally tag a generator marked by an electric bolt icon. Go
to the generator, throw a C4 on it, walk away, and hold to the explosion to be activated. This trophy should be unlocked. You can .B the Trophy when you reach the F.O. Ardilow base. It is in the most area (the region starting) to the east of Itaqwa province. If for some reason you accidentally destroyed the generator, or
by accident it is running an enemy, no concern. You can either go to another base, the fouror or the enemy camp. If you're not for a walk, travel fast to a nearby fast travel point, and come back. Generators and enemies re-spout every time you travel faster. Black-out Boomerang video guide attack pheanotacolyteed all
assault models model. 20.30% unusual overall attack models are classified as a colyctoid able rent in this game. You need to unlock all the different models to unlock this trophy. To unlock new weapons, you need to defeat owners or find weaponcases that you can return. They are extremely easy to find as they can get
their places to appear on your map (marked by a gun icon), looking at the intellfiles or its Sources. The inteal can always be found in enemy base camps, fours and the most designated areas in the game. There are a total of 80 weapons in the game where you can return 50 in the open world and and The game is given
as rewards for beating/dealing with owners. 2-4 arms cases will be returned in each area. You don't have to loot equipment cases for this trophy. Once the gun spots appear on your map, you can highlight a specific contact able reint and it will show you what it is. It can be a weapon or a weapon. It can save time as you
head directly to weapons locations and capture them. Once you collect your last attack, this trophy should be unlocked. PS4Torphys from Brian have made playlists of all collective item locations for each province. Take a look! Look!
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